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IMPORTANT

Please bear in mind that this game is a prototype and the rulebook is a draft. All components and rules are not 
final and are subject to change. We welcome any feedback! Please send your thoughts and ideas to 
tim@fowers.net.

INTRODUCTION

RUN is an asymmetric hidden movement and deduction game for 2 players. 

Both players have a map of the city in front of them, covered from their opponent by a screen.

One player plays as the Runner, secretly navigating around the city, trying to visit stashes and make it to their 
safe-house. The Runner has to bluff and outwit the Dispatcher in order to win the game.

The other player plays as Police Dispatcher, controlling the helicopter and backup units during the chase. They're 
trying to track down the Runner and deal them 2 hits before they reach their goal. The Dispatcher has to use logic 
to deduce and anticipate the Runner’s actions in order to win the game.

Ready to start!

PLEASE NOTE: Some photos like this one show an older version of the prototype. Some components have changed since.
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COMPONENTS
PLEASE NOTE: All components refer to the latest prototype and are subject to change!

• 2 screens
• 2 double-sided-maps
• 1 evidence board
• 1 rank board
• 6 rank cards
• 1 Runner action board with 14 gray action tokens and 4 black 

gadget tokens (in some of the prototype versions, the gadget 
tokens have the same color as the action tokens)

• 1 Runner figure
• 1 Runner status tile
• 1 Dispatch helicopter figure
• 5 Dispatch action tiles
• 8 Dispatch backup cards
• 24 Dispatch tracking discs/cubes
• 8 Dispatch cardboard tokens (4 surveillance cars, 2 road blocks, 

2 motion detectors)
• 1 dry erase pen
• 1 rulebook

 game components (latest prototype)

THE RANK SYSTEM

RUN introduces a rank system, which acts both as a tutorial-mode for new players as well as a handicap system to
even out different player skills.

A new player will always play at rank 1. After completing a certain amount of victories within one rank as either
Runner or Dispatch, a player will graduate to a higher rank.
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The game’s default rank is 3. Lower ranks make the game easier, higher ranks make the game harder. The 
rulebook explains the rules for rank 3.

Additional rules for rank 1 will be highlighted like this in the rulebook. For all other ranks, please refer to the 
rank cards and the Ranks-Section on page 11.

MAPS

The game comes with multiple double sided maps. For your first few games, we recommend playing on map 
number #1A. Whichever map you choose, make sure that both players use the same map and both maps face the 
same direction.

Each map number starts with a # and marks the top left corner on the map.

Each map consists of a grid of 6 x 6 spaces. There are 2 floor levels: ground level and roof level.

The most important feature of a space is whether it shows a building with it’s rooftop or not, as only buildings 
effect the Runner's movement rules. The Runner can never enter buildings, so whenever they are on a space 
with a building, they're considered to be on the building’s roof.

Non-building spaces show some background illustration which can be completely ignored for most games. 
Certain features of the background illustration will become relevant when playing with Advanced Gadgets (not 
part of the prototype copy).

Stashes ( ) and safe-houses ( ) mark the Runner’s objectives.

Spawn-points ( to ) mark the scene of a crime and are possible starting locations for the Runner. They’re 
usually on building roofs but they can also be on other spaces.
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Witnesses only become relevant during certain Backup Actions and can be ignored for the most part of the game.

The Dispatcher's helicopter is considered to be flying and completely ignores all map features.

SETUP

Decide who is playing as the Dispatcher and who is playing as the Runner.
For a complete setup photo please refer to page 1.

Both Dispatcher and Runner

• Take a screen and place it in front of you.
• Place a beginner map in front of you (map #1A). Make sure that both of you have the same map and the 

map faces your direction (map number in the top left corner of the map).
• Place the evidence board within reach of both players, facing towards the Dispatch player. Place the dry 

erase pen next to it.
• Take the rank cards for your role and current rank and familiarize yourself with the additional rules (if 

any). Afterwards, exchange your rank cards. Your opponent may keep your rank card to keep track of 
your available actions.

Dispatcher

• Place your helicopter figure on the building with the helipad.
• Place your 5 action tokens below your map tray, front facing up.
• Place the 24 tracking discs beside your map tray.
• Take all backup cards showing your current rank number in the bottom left corner (see detailed 

explanation of backup cards on page 9). Put the other cards back to the box.
• Shuffle the backup cards and draw 1. The circled number in the top left corner will be the Runner’s 

spawn-point and the Runner should place their figure on the matching space on their map. You should 
mark the same space on your own map with a tracking cube.

• Shuffle the backup cards again and place them as a stack face-down beside your map. 

Rank 1: Before determining the Runner’s spawn-point, choose any 2 spaces with a stash icon ( ) and place a 
surveillance car on each of them. The Runner places 2 cars on the same spaces of their map. During the game, the 
Runner will have to tell you when they leave a space with a surveillance car. For the full rules, see Ranks-Section 
at page 11.

Dispatch setup (the cardboard tokens will only be used at ranks 1 and 2)
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Runner

• Place the action board with all action tokens except the diagonal joker below your map tray so that it 
can't be seen by the Dispatch player.

• Place the status tile beside your map tray, side labeled “START” facing up.
• Shuffle the 4 gadget tokens and place one face-down on each of the 4 spaces marked as a stash ( ).

Rank 1: Add the diagonal movement joker to the action board.

Runner setup (the diagonal joker will only be used by certain ranks)

HOW TO WIN

The Runner wins by picking up 3 stashes ( ) and reaching any safe-house ( ).

The Dispatcher wins by dealing 2 hits to the Runner before they win.

GAMEPLAY

Starting with the Runner, both players take turns until one player wins.

Twice during the game, the Runner must take 2 consecutive turns:

• At the start of the game.
• The turn after the Runner took the first hit.

RUNNER TURN

On your turn you must take 1 action or use 1 gadget (you start the game without gadgets).
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Taking an Action

The action tokens on your action board show your available actions. You can only take actions represented as 
tokens on the action board. If you can't move any more, you lose the game.

Rank 1: You may continue to move after running out of available actions. When you can't perform any of your 
available actions, you must instead move 1 space in any direction. You must announce “moving 1 space” and the 
direction to the Dispatcher.

When you take an action, remove its token from the board and place it in the first empty slot (top to bottom, left 
column first) of the evidence board for the Dispatcher to see.

Each action token shows the action itself and a baseline. The backs of the silent actions show a “?”. When you 
place the token on the evidence board, make sure that either the “?” or the baseline point towards the Dispatcher.

If an action is loud ( in the action overview), you must place the token face-up to show the Dispatcher which 
action you took (tokens for loud actions have the same front and back). Otherwise, flip the token and place it 
face-down, so that only the “?” is visible. The Dispatcher will only know that you took a silent action, but not 
which.

Use the Runner figure to track your position on the map.

Example turn 1: The Runner starts at A5. In their first turn, they move to the stash at B6 to collect the gadget
there. The diagonal movement action is silent, so they place the action token face-down on the evidence board.

Example turn 2: In their second turn, the Runner sprints to the right. The sprint action is loud, so they place the
action token face-up on the evidence board. They make sure that the baseline on the token faces the Dispatcher.
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Runner   Actions  

All actions have to observe the general movement rules (see below).

silent 
movement
(orthogonal)

Move to the orthogonally adjacent space in the shown direction.

silent 
movement
(diagonal)

Move to the diagonally adjacent space in the shown direction.

icons vary in
different versions

loud
orthogonal 
joker 
movement

Move to an orthogonally adjacent space in any direction. The Dispatcher will know
which Joker you used, but not in which direction you moved.

icons vary in
different versions

loud
diagonal 
joker 
movement

Move to an diagonally adjacent space in any direction. The Dispatcher will know 
which Joker you used, but not in which direction you moved.

loud
sprint

Move orthogonally 1 or more spaces in a straight line in the shown direction. The 
Dispatcher will know in which direction you sprinted, but not how many spaces 
you moved. You cannot use fire escapes when you sprint.

Movement Rules

All your actions are movements on the map and they follow these general rules:

• You must end your move on a different space than the one you
started from.

• You can’t move off the map.

• You can move onto any space as long as you stay on the same 
floor level.

• You can use any action to move down to a lower level, 
including sprints.

• You can only move onto buildings from spaces that show a 
fire escape to that building. To use a fire escape, you have to 
use an action that allows you to move into the direction 
indicated by the arrow next to the fire escape.

• You can’t use fire escapes when you use a sprint action.

• When 2 buildings are diagonally adjacent, you can move 
across their roofs with diagonal actions, jumping over the gap 
between them. Vice versa, you can move on ground level 
through the gap between those buildings.

     using fire escapes

    diagonal movement on building roofs
    and through the gap between buildings
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Stashes and Gadgets

When you end your turn on a space with a stash-token, flip it and place it in an empty gadget slot on your action 
board. Don’t announce this to the Dispatcher. The token shows a gadget you can use once on future turns.

When you use a gadget, place the token face-up in the next empty slot of the tracker board. The Dispatcher will 
know which gadget you used but not exactly how you used it.

Gadgets:

Smoke 
Bomb

Move to any adjacent space (orthogonal or diagonal) while still observing the 
movement rules.

Hook You may move up to 2 spaces orthogonally or 1 space diagonally. Move from 
ground level to a building or from a building to ground level or from a building to 
another building without worrying about fire escapes.

Jetpack Move up to 2 spaces in any orthogonal direction. You can jump onto or over 
buildings without worrying about fire escapes.

Crowbar Move from any space on ground level and orthogonally adjacent to a building to 
any other space on ground level that’s orthogonally adjacent to the same building 
complex. A building complex is defined by all buildings that are orthogonally 
adjacent to each other.

Once you picked up 3 stashes and end your turn on any safe-house, you immediately win the game.

Taking a hit

If the Dispatcher hits you with either Flare Gun or Sonic Blast for the first time, an adrenaline rush kicks in and 
after this Dispatcher’s turn you must perform 2 consecutive turns. Flip the status tile face-down to indicate that 
you’ve been hit once.

Important: You cannot move onto a safe-house in order to win the game while on adrenaline!
(You may still move onto a space with a safe-house if you haven’t picked up all needed stashes yet.)

If the Dispatcher hits you the second time, you immediately lose the game.

DISPATCH TURN

On your turn, perform these 2 steps in any order:

• You may move your helicopter once
• You must take 1 action

Alternatively, you can recharge.

Move   Helicopter  

Moving is optional. 

Use the helicopter figure to track your position on the map.
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• You may move the helicopter any number of spaces in a straight line (orthogonally or diagonally).
• You cannot move off the map.
• Ignore all map elements (buildings, etc.).
• Don’t announce your move to the Runner.

Taking a  n   Action  

Taking an Action is mandatory.

You may take any action that is still available to you (face-up action tile).

When you take an action, flip its tile face-down and announce its name and target space(s) to the Runner. They 
must reply truthfully if they are in one of these spaces. 
If they are not, you may immediately draw and use 1 backup card (see below).

Once taken, an action remains unavailable until it is recharged. You recharge automatically after using all actions.

Dispatch   Action  s  

Scan row Name your current row. The Runner must reveal if they are currently in that row 
or not, but never their exact position.

Scan column Name your current column. The Runner must reveal if they are currently in that 
column or not, but never their exact position.

Floodlight Name your current space plus the next 2 spaces in the same row or column. If 
the Runner is in any of these spaces, they have to give you their exact position.

Flare Gun Name any single space in your current row or column. There is no range limit 
and you may also name your own space. If the Runner is in that space, they must 
reveal it and take one hit.

Sonic Blast Name your current space plus 1 orthogonally adjacent space. If the Runner is in
any of these spaces, they must tell you and take one hit. The Runner doesn’t have to
tell their exact position, only if they were hit or not.
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The action tiles and backup cards (see below) use special terms to refer to the key actions you can take:

Hit: If the Runner is in any target space, they take one hit.
Illuminate: If the Runner is in any target space, they have to give you their exact position.
Scan: If the Runner is in any target space, they have to tell you, but they don’t have to give you their 

exact position.

Backup Cards

If the Runner is not in any of the spaces targeted by your action, it is considered a miss and you may draw 1 
backup card.

Each backup card shows 3 backup actions. Immediately choose and perform 1 of the actions available to you. 
Then put the backup card on the discard pile.

Available backup actions:

• The top action is always available to you.

• You may choose the middle action only when the Runner used at least 1 gadget ( ) OR if you have at 
least 3 backup cards in the discard pile ( ). 

• You may choose the bottom action only when the Runner used at least 2 gadgets ( ) OR if you have at 
least 6 backup cards in the discard pile ( ).

Most backup actions are self-explanatory. Some actions that need clarification are explained on page 12.

Recharge

On your turn you may choose to recharge. If you do, you cannot do anything else this turn. Flip all your used 
action tiles face-up.

Important: When all your actions are face-down at the end of your turn, you automatically recharge without 
spending a turn for it.
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Tracking

Whenever you learn something about the Runner’s position, you can use the tracking discs to mark possible 
locations. You may also keep notes on the evidence board.

RANKS

Whenever you win a game, keep track of your victory on the rank board by crossing-out the next empty circle for 
the role in which you won.

Example: After the first victory as Runner, Jo crosses-out the first circle.
Jo thus completed all circles for rank 1 and plays as rank 2 next.

Your current rank is the lowest rank for which you haven’t completely crossed-out all circles.

It is recommended that you always play at your current rank against an opponent at their current rank. 
Experienced players may of course agree on playing at different ranks, but please keep in mind that ranks 1 and 2 
are only tutorial-ranks.

This prototype contains only rules and materials for ranks 1-3, the final game will probably have 5 ranks for each role.

Runner

Rank Additional Rules

1 During setup, add the diagonal movement joker action token.

You may continue to move after running out of available actions. When you can't perform any of your 
available actions, you must instead move 1 space in any direction. You must announce “moving 1 space” 
and the direction to the Dispatcher.

2 You may continue to move after running out of available actions. When you can't perform any of your 
available actions, you must instead move 1 space in any direction. You must announce “moving 1 space” 
and the direction to the Dispatcher.

3 Default game rank - no additional rules.

Dispatch

Rank Additional Rules

1 During setup, place 2 surveillance cars on any 2 spaces with a stash icon ( ). The Runner must tell you 
when they leave a space with a surveillance car. They must not only reveal that they left a stash, but also 
which one. Remove a car after its first report!

You may always ask the Runner if a silent action was an orthogonal or a diagonal movement and the 
Runner must tell you which.

2 During setup, place 2 surveillance cars on any 2 spaces with a stash icon ( ). The Runner must tell you 
when they leave a space with a surveillance car. They must not only reveal that they left a stash, but also 
which one. Remove a car after its first report!
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3 Default game rank - no additional rules.

ADVANCED MAPS

The final game will likely include advanced maps with new map features such as water, bridges and tunnels. 
Advanced maps will be recommended for players at rank 3 or above.

ADVANCED GADGETS

The final game will likely include advanced gadgets that make use of the background illustration and advanced 
map features. Advanced gadgets will be recommended for players at rank 3 or above.

BACKUP ACTION CLARIFICATIONS

Motion Detector Place a motion detector on 1 of the 4 corners of your current space. Whenever the 
Runner moves onto, over, or leaves one of the 4 spaces next to the motion detector, 
they have to tell you that it triggered. Remove after first trigger.
→ The Runner has to place a motion detector at the same position on their map.
→ You will only learn that it triggered for any of the 4 spaces, but not which.
→ The motion detector also triggers when the Runner moves away from any of the 4 
     spaces. This can happen if the detector gets placed next to their current space.

Rangefinder The Runner must disclose their distance from the closest X to their current position.
→ The distance is the minimum number of orthogonal and diagonal steps needed to 
     get to the X, regardless of available actions or obstacles like buildings.

Road Block Place a road block so that at least one of its ends touches 1 of the 4 corners of your 
current space. The Runner can only cross it with the Jetpack or Hook gadget.
You can't place a road block alongside a building.
→ The Runner has to place a road block at the same position on their map.
→ The Runner may bypass a road block that touches a building the same way that 
     they can move diagonally through the gap between buildings.

CREDITS

Game design by Moritz Dressler.
Game development by Tim Fowers.
Art by Ryan Goldsberry.

Some prototype icons by Delapouite (rope dart, crowbar, speaker), sbed (jet pack), and DarkZaitzev (smoke 
bomb) from game-icons.net.
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